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Chapter 1 : Mistyc House Treasures For Sale
"Living in an Indigo House" will give you information and inspiration to continue the quest for balance, truth, justice, and
peace. In this book you will find intriguing subjects and answers to questions such as.

Click the picture for order info. The Following information is in this book by Laura Lee Mistycah. I have been
compelled to get the information that has been channeling through me about "First Waves" out to the world as
soon as possible Through sheer will and resolve, I am overcoming their assaults and finding ways around and
out of their traps. I stayed up all night in compliance to these orders to get this page written and posted. Here is
a brief profile of what a First Wave Indigo is all about, and also some of the challenges they have had to over
come. Hopefully this information will be of benefit and give some relief to you gallant Indigos out there, who
have been searching for answers as to why your world is so different, so challenging and in many cases These
rocks, like First Wave Indigos, are not of this world. The Aulmauracite Rock, or "Stone Of Truth" can help
stabilize, activate, and unscramble your information codes as you awaken to the truth of who you are and what
your mission is here on planet earth. These children are making their statements loud and clear - I am here Pay
attention to me! This is where things started taking form for the Indigo Ray Beings from another octave, same
tones but a higher octave The ways of the lower octaves, though functional for the lower octave scale, just
plain do not work for the higher octave beings, and the more you try to make them conform to the lower
octave scale, the more resistance and frustration you get from both sides because The sad outcome of our
inability to understand and cultivate the ultra intelligence of these Higher Octave Beings, is that they have
been ridiculed, rejected, abandoned, outcast, and many of them became loners and recluses from time to time
because there was no where to go but "inside. Our old outdated rigidity imbedded in this plane, with its
heavily protected ignorance is now being abruptly transformed by those who embody the "Indigo Ray! That is
why "authority figures" many times irritate and frustrate them. When these are in jeopardy, will give their "all"
for their cause, and many times feel they would rather die than give-in to tyranny and deception. Would prefer
sitting on the floor in school, and even business meetings if they could get away with it! If you read some of
the poorly written correspondence from some of these First Wave Indigos, you would assume they were
uneducated and nearly illiterate, but the truth is, that these same people can also be speed readers and can
absorb information in seconds that would take others minutes to understand and retain. It is common for them
to "Just Know" how to operate and trouble shoot with very little help from a book or an instructor. These skills
manifest in: This is just a temporary fix though, and only adds to their challenges. In these venues they can
"pretend to be someone else" when actually they are using this as an outlet to vent and express their own
views and pent up emotions. It is also a place for "misfits" to find a place of refuge and "fit in. Many were
born into family situations that were physically, emotionally, spiritually and psychically abusive. These
Indigos had to figure out how to balance and keep their inherent integrity levels, while being subjected to
painful and life shattering experiences. It is also common for First Wave Indigos to have some kind of Alien
encounters. There seems to be a Dark Agenda on this planet to keep Indigos from waking up and taking on the
mantle of power they have inside. That is why so many Indigos have been sucked into such harsh and
debilitating environments. The dichotomy is, that Indigos innately know that in order to transform the
corruption, pollution, and dysfunction on this planet, you have to go inside to the core or mind of the system to
know how it operates and thus how to change, alter and bust that system. Indigos came here to bring order and
balance back to a planet in chaos This can add to the pain and insanity in their lives. Shove-Ins can be
removed and taken to their proper place through a session with Laura Lee and her Ghostbusting partner
Ronnie. The Aurauralite Stone of truth is a must to have in your possession before a session. As a
complimentary gift, the first 15 minutes for an Indigo Consultations are free. Ok, now get ready for Some
True Indigo Humor! To sign our Guest Book or to leave your e-mail address for others to find you Click on
the Pen.
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In spite of the opposition, the book, "Living in an Indigo House, The Heartaches and Victories of First Wave Indigos" is
coming alive. This book is a first step into understanding the First Wave Indigo Nation on planet Earth.

Chapter 3 : How to Incorporate Indigo Into Your Home - Freshome
Free 2-day shipping on qualified orders over $ Buy Living in an Indigo House at www.nxgvision.com

Chapter 4 : What Is A First Wave Indigo?
The book "Living in an Indigo House, The Heartaches and Victories of First Wave Indigos" has become a reality, in spite
of the opposition. During a meditation in , it was revealed to me that The Knights of Mistyc House and The Knights Chat
Room would be a forum to bring First Wave Indigos together for support, and global networking.

Chapter 5 : Indigo is "In"! | Driven by Decor
Living In An Indigo House The Heartaches And Victories Of First Wave Indigos EPub Format Find Helpful Customer
Reviews And Review Ratings For Living In An Indigo.

Chapter 6 : New research on Mid Market Rent | Indigo House
Living in an Indigo House, the heartaches & Victories of First Wave Indigos She has been in the cutting edge Healing
Arts for over 30 years both as a practitioner and instructor. She designed several new and innovative quantum healing
techniques and has clients all over the world.

Chapter 7 : "Living in an Indigo House"
Living in an Indigo House: The Heartaches & Victories of First Wave Indigos Laura Lee Mistycah First Wave Indigos
have filtered into this planet for over 70 years, coming en masse (about 62 %) between the years of and and about 30%
were born in the 50's.

Chapter 8 : Apartments Ladson SC | The Lively Indigo Run
Living in an Indigo House, the Heartaches & Victories of First Wave Indigos This book is a first step into understanding
the Indigo Nation on planet Earth.

Chapter 9 : indigo house | Luxury Furnished Apartments | New York
Indigo Children / Indigo Adults First Wave Indigos The Children/Adults Who Fell Through The Cracks In Our Society
Living in an Indigo House, the Heartaches & victories of First Wave Indigos is now available!
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